
Travels with Felix and Oskar

After a skirmish in the battle of the sexes, I was left in possession of a house in 
Rexdale. I rented so could have moved on, but it was a nice house and I decided to stay. I 
placed ads on local bulletin boards and at Humber College and York University. I put up a 
few in local supermarkets, but I thought I would do better with a younger crowd my own 
age. Initially this was the heart of a mistake. In the long run there is another story.

One guy responded immediately, but I didn't like him. He was very arrogant and 
seemed to want to take over and make too many changes too fast. Like I will install my 
kennel here, oh yes this is acceptable this isn't. He was definitely a know-it-all and I was 
trying to fill that gap myself.

He phoned the following weekend and no I had not found anyone. The halls of the 
University and College were littered with bulletin boards. I went back and placed more 
ads. The price was fair and it was still the right season for incoming students, but no calls 
except for the grating voice of Felix. He admitted months later that he had ripped my ads 
down as soon as I posted them.

Felix was from Miami with two Labrador retrievers. Two young labs full of piss and
vinegar. I had an old dog waiting to die. There were just so many reasons why this would 
not work and with each phone call I found more. Finally I said that I just did not like him, 
this is hard for a Canadian to do, it seemed so rude. He said that he did not care if I was 
Anti Semitic that he was use to it and willing to change my mind. I didn't know I was anti-
Semitic, but it was clear that I did not know as much as this American.

This time I made the call, because no one else did and the end of the month was fast 
approaching. He was in faster than I had ever anticipated. By the end of the weekend he 
had his kennel constructed and his bookshelves mounted to the wall. He was proud to show
me all his school papers which were bound starting from kindergarten. He of course had 
the best sound system and the best record collection.

Initially all was well. He taught at Humber College and was receiving his PHD from 
York, so that did keep him very busy. I worked nights driving for a bakery. Our paths 
crossed enough to wish each other a good day. When the weekend rolled around, he 
introduced me to his girlfriend. She was a pleasant student mother who lived in welfare 
housing near the campus. That too worked for me since he would now be splitting his time 
between the house and her place. She was completely in awe of Felix and hung on every 
word he said and that was a lot of hanging. Consequently I did not really ever get to know 
much about her until Oskar entered the picture. Oskar was an even younger student and 
also hung on every word Felix uttered. This was easy for him to do, because I don't think 
Oskar ever had an original thought of his own. His association with Felix helped him gain 
stature because he now had an important friend. Felix did not tell me of his bi-sexuality, I 
think because he would have had to draw a breath and he was just so busy educating 
everyone including me, especially me. His reason was that I had so much trouble with his 
Judaism that Homophobia would have totally scotched the deal. I did check these details 
with my gay and Jewish friends and they were shocked that they had not discovered this 
about me and that they had thought the opposite. Felix must have been right though, 
because he was always right.

Oskar was OK, but he considered me a lesser man. I did not like sports that much 
and I did not drink beer. Hearing him scamper around Felix's room yelling I only love your



mind soothed the bruises he had given my ego.
The winter passed slowly. My childhood dog died. I had planned to hitchhike to 

Mexico in the Spring, so I worked and saved money. I did not go out much and there was 
lots of overtime before the Teamsters took over. I was 25 and very limited in my 
experiences. I did not drink, because my Dad had a problem with it. I did not eat this or 
that because I never had. My reasoning seems stupid as I think back on it. It seemed stupid 
to Felix too and an oversight he was happy to remedy. Sometimes when our paths crossed 
with more of an overlap he would look at me over a cup of tea or coffee and say, “Do you 
know anything about for instance horses.” That would lead to a tutorial on the subject and 
there were many tutorials, because I knew so little and he knew so much. It is sometimes 
hard to admit when someone is right and you are wrong, but with Felix it may not have 
been easy, but it was inevitable. I wanted some changes in my life and some of his 
information did lead me out of my double binds. Some things just made sense. I wanted to 
gain some weight, why I had never thought of beer, I don't know. I can thank Felix for my 
first falafel, wild turkey bourbon and sorghum. 

Felix talked a friend and I into accompanying him and Oskar to Boston to buy high-
tech camping equipment not available in Canada. At the border crossing a huge border 
guard leaned over the roof of the van and said, “You know what I am looking for don’t 
you? Just one seed, just one seed!” It was not my van so I relaxed. The border guard pulled
me to one side and told me this was his last day, he was tired of busting little kids. He said 
he would let us go as soon as my friend stopped having a baby. The rest of the trip to 
Boston was uneventful, but still strange for me. The US was strange, so like Canada, but 
different. I had always felt obliged to hate the States and thought they were global bullies 
and stupid. I thought they were stupid because of the time I was walking to number one 
dam on the Trent River to go for a swim, I was about ten years old. A convertible with 
Yankee plates pulled up beside me. They had skis on the back rack and asked where the 
snow was. This was a national joke among Canadians and here it was happening to me. I 
pointed them to the Rockies and told them to drive for three day nonstop, it was 110 
degrees that day.

The trip changed that prejudice for me, I fell in love with the people in the little 
Mom and Pop variety shops. My friend Bill and I both bought down jackets, backpacks 
and Italian hiking boots. That particular trip saw Bill and I separate from Felix and Oskar.
The reason was that we were going to declare our purchases and they were going to 
smuggle theirs. They dropped us off to walk to customs while they headed to the next 
crossing. There were many reasons this was a good idea. Bill and I were very tired of 
hearing Felix and Oskar fight. They fought about everything. Felix should have found at 
least one thing that Oskar could be right about. Poor Oskar struggled to find that one thing
by trying everything including turning around and finding everyone wrong. Their journey 
east to the next crossing should have delayed them an hour as far as the map could say. Bill 
and I arrived home five hours early and that was with several long waits for a ride. They 
never spoke of their delay. I can only guess they did something wrong. I guess they couldn't 
make up their minds who should take the blame and both fell behind.

Bill and I arrived to find the apple cider I had left on the sun porch half-frozen and 
fermented. We poured off the alcohol and unwittingly drank it like pop. Then we rolled 
around on the floor holding our sides and laughing about something not worth repeating, 
but at the time we were convinced of its profundity. I had discovered the beauty of Apple 



Jack or ice distilled Brandy.
I only once saw the weak side to Felix’s impression of himself and that was close to 

the end of the school year. He was to do an oral presentation with a professor he greatly 
admired. He was visibly nervous about this meeting and spoke in glowing terms of this man
who he was grateful to, for a chance to kiss his hem. I think it involved a look at the 
workings of Felix’s brain, a shrink for a shrink. I wished him luck relieved to see this 
human side of the god he portrayed.

I arrived home after a long over night shift to find him sitting in the living room 
completely crest fallen. It seems the master god found him lacking and completely of 
danger to his future clients and students. I felt sorry for him although I did agree with the 
professor. Perhaps this information could help Oskar. No, Oskar was happy to soothe 
finally finding a purpose and a place in the small universe that circled like an albatross 
around Felix.

Somewhere close to Spring Felix got a brilliant idea of buying a small travel trailer. 
He and Oskar would be able to explore the hidden corners of the US, the highways and 
byways of the country that had everything. For Easter break he planned a trip through the 
Finger Lakes of upstate New York. It was a practice journey for the grand plan. He 
planned with the precision of a NASA scientist and the thoroughness usually reserved for 
the obsessive compulsive. I waved good bye and welcomed a quiet house for the next week. 
I did enjoy myself and was grateful to them for leaving me to my own devices. They arrived
home to find me in total self possession. They did not notice my reclamation, because they 
slammed the doors in each others' faces. Oskar went home to Mom and Dad and Felix 
dropped into a sulk.

The story finally tumbled out. It was all Oskar's fault. He just couldn't take 
direction even when presented with a golden opportunity. When Felix said turn right he 
would turn left, so that the only way they could park the travel trailer was if they drove 
forward. Backing into a camping site with the trailer would sometime take hours for a five-
minute job. They were evicted from the first park because of their language and that meant
they had to park in the dark at the next camp. They never did sleep that night and it just 
coloured the rest of the adventure. What would they do Felix whined, he had not planned 
for plan B?

After a few days apart the boys approached me. I was plan B. I was a truck driver 
who was going to Mexico without a vehicle. They decided to go to Mexico instead of the east
coast of USA. I would chip in for gas and they would take care of repairs. I would sleep in 
the van at night and they with the dogs would sleep in the trailer. I took a few days to think 
about it, but a familiar bed at night, wheels with meals won out over rugged adventurism. 
Annoying narcissistic odd coupling would have to be met with indifference and self 
absorption fight fire with fire, after all I had good modeling.

It was very good that we used Canada for our shakedown cruise. We traveled up to 
the Sault and crossed there. This time gave us a chance to prepare for mosquitoes, divide 
the small frig for favourites and settle our routines. The odd couple was on the road and the
audience was a muffled roar of laughter in the back seat, what had I got myself into?

The United Snakes in 1973 was a divided world, we definitely were a distraction, but
only for the elders, the young had dug their heels in the ground and could only focus on 
blame for anyone over thirty.

Our first stop was Mankato for Felix's new job. We spent two days letting Felix set 



up his office and shedding some more possessions for more room in the van. During that 
time we camped in a small park, it was filled with cotton wood trees housing redheaded 
woodpeckers. The way they swooped through the trees with their metallic red heads held 
me mesmerized.

Mankato is a University town complete with funky stores and busy bars. After these 
few days with Felix and Oskar I needed a bar. This was Watergate days and a continuation 
of the uncivil war. There were casualties too, so not a civil war no matter how obedient the 
players. I wanted some time with regular people the grunting guys or the chirping girls, 
something different from Tony Randal and Al Klugman.

The bar I picked was filled with young people my age and I wandered looking for a 
conversation to join, but no luck. I sidled up to the bar and after my Wild Turkey and 
Coors arrived I turned to the guy beside me an older guy and obviously a working stiff and 
said nice country around here nice day today blah blah. He looked at me and asked, “Are 
you talking to me? I have been coming into this bar for twenty years and you are the first 
person to speak to me.” As it turned out we didn't have much to say, but I did manage to 
keep the ball in the air till the, “Have a good day”. I left feeling there was something 
definitely different about this country.

The other thing I noticed was how every building I saw looked the same as in 
Toronto or any other built up area in Canada, but the buildings were older. Older and run 
down, I discovered the same thing I would have discovered in reading the rise and fall of 
the Roman Empire. It is maintenance that brings down civilizations. In Canada all those 
brand new buildings towered as new beginnings. Down here vacant windows gaped like 
toothless hobos and during part of our trip the City of New Orleans bent its telegraph poles
to our direction either praying for us or doubled up in laughter.

I liked the American people, but mostly I liked talking with the older people. They 
had been estranged from their youth for all the years of the Vietnam War and they were 
hungry to be with young people like me. These older Americans did not seem to mind that I
had long hair or that I was dressed in hippy gear (bell bottom trousers embroidered and 
fringed). In little mom and pops like one in Texas where I stopped for gum and a chocolate 
bar. When I pointed out that it was a beautiful day the mister at the cash excused himself 
and yelled into the back room. “Martha come out here quick, there is a young person and 
he is talking with me.” She came out quickly and basked in the simple conversation. There 
was a gas station a few miles from the Mexican border where when asked where we were 
going while filling the tank the owner’s wife over heard the response “Mexico”. She was 
filling the pop machine over ten meters away and yet she ran to hug me and plead that I 
not travel into Mexico. She was in tears. “Don't do it please don't go south!” Her husband 
apologized for her. They had been driving through Mexico when they saw hippies dragged 
from their van and beaten to a pulp. I became nervous as I approached the border and this 
was further compounded when after a jam at the Armadillo Club I asked one of the long 
hairs who had said he liked my harmonica playing if there were any spots in Mexico he 
would recommend. He looked at me in complete disgust and said he had wasted his time 
talking to a fool. Mexico was the asshole of the universe and a dangerous waste of time.

In Brownsville we visited Sanborn Insurance to re-insure the vehicle for our trip. 
They provided us with a binder detailing every step of our trip. I mean every single thing. 
They detailed every bump on the road and every sight to see and all the safe restaurants. 
The woman who put this together for me did little to encourage me.



On we traveled to the border crossing. I borrowed some of Al's more traditional 
clothing put my hair up under my hat and with a camera around my neck did my best to 
look less revolutionary. The man at the desk did not look up while checking my papers, but 
something tipped him off. As he looked up he said, “Hey Senior, why don't you take off 
your hat?” I gave him an awe go'on picked up my papers and headed to the door. Another 
guy stepped out of the travel trailer and said, “Teeps, teeps for us,” I handed him 20 pesos 
and climbed in to the passenger seat. We drove across the bridge expecting a siren. The 
windows were down and an eight year old road up on his bike and grabbed the mirror for a
little freewheeling as he offered deals. One two three he picked us off. To me he said 
“Senior you want Motta.” Motta what is Motta. “Motta coffee, Mary Jane.” “No, no,” I 
said as if denying Jesus. He looked at macho Oskar and offered his sister. Oskar shrieked, 
“No!” Felix thought a little longer about the little brother he offered up. The hardened 
business man blew us off and we sprawled into a land lost in time. Drive baby drive!

We wanted to put as much distance as possible between us and the border. We made
good time, but were determined and decided to drive through the night. As evening 
approached we could not figure out why the approaching gaudy day glow Mexican trucks 
were trying to ram us. We stopped for gas and with broken English we were able to 
determine that you do not drive in Mexico with your lights on. If a cow or mule sees 
headlights, they stand and stare at them, not in profile, but directly so that makes a thin 
target. Kill a cow in Mexico then you have to buy the village a new cow. Felix was so proud 
of his high intensity head lights.

We gingerly left the lights of the gas station with only our parking lights. The first 
hour crept along slowly and since I was the professional driver and the most adaptable, 
there I was back in school. Now I was threatened from behind, there are no speed limits in 
Mexico. The trick was to turn off the dash lights; luckily this highway had a center line. I 
was up to 70 miles per hour in the first hour. I drove through the night and let Felix and 
Oskar take over in the morning. Our first stop was Tampico a little town on the east coast.

Felix’s first task for me was to find pot. I didn’t think we were far enough from the 
border, but they were insistent. I wandered the brightly lit plaza and found two guys who 
introduced themselves as medical students. I was later to find that every young man in 
Mexico was a medical student. We all piled into the van. One student in the passenger seat 
and one leaning over the engine hood between us, Felix and Oskar clutched each other in 
the back seat. Driving in Mexico is an experience you have to live to understand. All the 
vehicles are old; many are cobbled together like old shoes with too many stitches showing. 
There were cars that were Fords in the front and Chevys in the back and trucks that 
should have been scooters.

I had no idea where I was going although I had to trust my guide I had no choice. 
First rule stop lights are only a suggestion. My guide sat in his very comfortable seat and 
with his hands in his lap gave hand signals which I watched as I glided through stop signs 
where slowing down only drew attention to us. A quick wave of the hand indicated a crucial
turn right or left. The only verbal command was, “Faster, faster!” Unfortunately with 
limited vocabulary the subtle nuances were lost to us all. Felix and Oskar added to the 
vocal vacuüm with little girl sounds. They did not like that we were going farther and 
farther away from the lights. Their squeals could be reduced to, “Go to the light, to the 
light!” I finally convinced my guide to take us back; we could do without pot for this part 
of the journey.



We decided to get further away from the border and drove all night and most of the 
day till we reached, Tuxpan and parked on the beach just before dusk.

Felix and Oskar took the Labs for a walk and returned a couple of hours later with 
some Mexicans. I had enjoyed the sleep in their quarters. I had had to share the drive 
napping with the dogs in the backseat. It was nice to stretch out. The Mexicans were willing
to trade booze for pot and Felix reveled in the fact that he had been more successful than 
me. The Mexicans were not interested in it themselves. They considered Mary Jane an 
inferior woman only good for the poorest, the fishermen. The trade was done and after 
many weeks without, I overcame my bashfulness, pulled out my harmonica and started to 
play. The Mexicans went nuts and started jumping up and down till the trailer was rocking 
to the point of capsizing. Felix was beside himself, and when he stopped me the Mexicans 
yelled, “More!” “You come with us Senior.” We were all piled into a small Volkswagen Bug 
and off we went with our four new friends. Seven people in a Bug meant two guys sitting 
outside with legs in. Yaw-hoo! Where were we going? “You will see Senior.” Felix and 
Oskar were the green guacamole in their Mexican backseat sandwich. I got to ride shotgun.

We ended up in a bar. The joint was jumping and the band pumping out Spanish 
beats. Plied with beer and even offered to be blown in the bathroom. I had ten words of 
Spanish but got the drift. More to Felix's taste than mine I declined the offer. Nice 
compliment though since Felix had once told me he decided I was not man enough to ever 
come on to.

The Mexican I had been talking with or trying to talk with said, “You come with me 
now.” Was I going to say no? Bless me lord.

Out on the street there was the band standing and grabbing a smoke. “Play, 
Senior!” My imagination took a rest as I took a breath. I played like a man with an 
eleventh hour reprieve. Suddenly there was a screech of tires up the highway. The driver 
had to have taken the turn on two wheels. The car pulled to a stop beside us and the driver 
reached across to roll down the window. I was grabbed by very strong arms and thrust 
through the open window. I stared directly in to the eyes of the young driver and saw in his 
hands a microphone. There was a tape deck on the seat. I never did find out how the 
audition went. Felix was having a baby. Oskar was confronting his image. Maybe they had 
been invited to the bathroom, but didn't like the choice. They both pleaded like little girls. 
“We want to go home.” I thanked our hosts and after another savored beer we headed back
to the beach. The trailer did not bounce on this night, but I thought I did feel a quiver up 
front where I basked in my compliments.

Morning came early for me. I had a headache that would not quit and dreaded Felix
and Oskar and the dogs coming to disturb my desperate slumber. I took out my hammock 
and headed for the pines that lined the beach front sand. I tied to the trees so I could look 
out at the waves crashing on the beach. I laid there for fifteen minute before I noticed weird
bugs spinning through the air. After training my eye to catch a better look and recognition, 
I saw that they were large caliber bullets shot from maybe a mile or two away. I was hung 
over and had for a moment wished I was dead, but that moment passed quickly. 
Nonchalantly flirting with misery I reasoned that I would tie the hammock so the trees 
would shield me. This ruined my view of the beach, but let me see far up the beach in either
direction. The pines were planted in a regular order and it was easy to see down their 
barking corridors.

Tromping through the promonade came two soldiers. I had ten words of Spanish 



when I entered Mexico, but now almost a week later I felt I had honed my skills at charades
enough to face any challenge. A hangover should remind one of fallibility, but enough 
alcohol must have remained in my system to fill my sails with self-assurance. I had been 
warned about the Federales. They tended to ask questions last. With fuzzy logic I reasoned 
that I should start the questioning process with my own unknown answer and perhaps 
ingratiate myself to their side of the crime. No one can be as helpful as a Canadian; I had a 
couple of strategic flags visible on my body and gear. These were the days long before our 
Federales removed us from the world of peace keeping.

I climbed slowly out of the hammock and made sure my hands were very visible. I 
waved at them as they approached now thirty feet away. I used every term I could think of 
combined with Latin and French derivatives and waved my own hand painted picture, my 
charade of a communication. Finally when they were not getting it I gingerly reached out 
and touched the end of one of the barrels of the machine guns. Carbine, pistol, rifle had not
grabbed their attention, but that touch said it all as their thumbs moved to their safeties 
and bodies braced for recoil. “No, no, por favor senior mucho amigo.” I said in my best 
Mexican accent and pointed them to where the bullets were coming from. I hope they still 
thought I was on their side. They told me to relax, but did not offer an explanation, flying 
projectiles are normal south of the border.

They liked my charades enough that they continued their morning stroll. Oh they 
did ask who was in the trailer and I said “More crazy people!” They laughed. They had 
their quota.

The boys and dogs had roused themselves. After a coffee and condemning lecture 
from Felix we headed off deeper into the Mexican heartland.

We headed down through the valleys and ridges that fed the coast. I would buy 
pineapples and mangoes from road side stalls and cut them up to fill a Tupperware 
container placed in the trailer’s small fridge. Every orange blossom filled valley we 
sweltered through and every frigid top ridge we scaled, regulated the quality and strength 
of the resultant alcohol infused fruit cocktail, I enjoyed in the evening. I was a vegetarian at
the time and the practice served me well. I bought fresh fruits and vegetables and washed 
them well. Rather a primitive way to limp through the forest of Mexican gastric delights, 
but in practice very astute.

The boys couldn't see the forest for the trees. Plates of fresh caught shrimp and 
other delights waited for them while I dinned on simple fair and paranoia. Their epicurean 
epiphany occurred on a deserted road on the outskirts of another small town. I had never 
seen projectile vomiting on such a scale. If it had not been sad, embarrassing and painful, it
would have been funny. The gourmands had their pants down and their tongues out, firing 
in both directions. Pass the enchiladas and don't fire till you see the whites of their eyes. 
God picks the most inopportune times for laughter and I sat on his left hand that night.

Felix approached me the next day. He wanted to turn back. I could sympathize with 
him, but I didn’t want to. His offer of Florida did not match the romance of the Yucatan. I 
had come all this way with his moving kennel and a deal was a deal even if I did have to 
lock him in the trailer and proceed to Yucatan. It was better for us all with him locked in 
the trailer, quieter too. Oskar had never seen me angry before, he sat still eyes locked on the
road.

We let Felix out in Merida. Felix had come to his senses or rather his scent did not 
bruise our sensibilities. He was prone to sulking although not when I was looking; he was 



now more familiar with kenneling. B F Skinner would have approved.
Chichen Itza was a site to imagine spaceships launching. I was able to see the off 

tour spots using local kids to find the loose doors. All the walls that had been covered with 
paintings and pictographs were blanked by the special job at preservation the adults had 
bungled in the early days. Still the history echoed in the corridors. The other spots we saw 
as we moved across the top of the peninsula to the Caribbean side and away from the Gulf 
were beautiful, but when we parked in the parking lot at Cancun and walked up the dunes 
to the rise that appended the water below, we stopped. Below us was the Caribbean 
unfettered by a reef. The turquoise waves splashed on the white sand like a doe eyed movie 
actresses green-blue fluttering eyes. We collectively felt our breath drawn away with the 
tide. Felix turned to me and said, thanks. I was too humbled by the vision to savour 
redemption.

The boys scampered down the beach. I followed, and on finding the water at the 
beach filled with white rocks and stones, decided to climb the cliff I saw down the expanse 
of sand. The cliff was not very hard to climb and on the other side was framed by another 
smaller cliff. The two cliffs surrounded a shallow lagoon filled with clear water. At the 
landward side there was a small grass hut with no sides, just a grass roof. I swam for a 
little, but decided to head back to the trailer for my gear. There was a small road side stand
by the entrance to the parking area that sold black beer and stacks of hot tortillas with 
avocados, limes, and tomatoes. Soon I was back at my lagoon with my food and beer. My 
hammock was hung nicely under cover and I was ready for my next full day. I slept with 
the songs of South Pacific splashing through my head.

I spent the entire day in the water. The waves beyond the cliffs surprised me with 
their fluid melding of forces and their continual desire to make sand. The waves slid back 
from the cliffs in the only intelligent way they could. They pooled their force back to a point
two hundred feet off shore. This perfect bank off the side pocket placed both waves one 
from each cliff in the perfect place to catch the next big boy. If you stood in that spot and 
faced the hole between the two cliffs you would be in the right place at the right time. I 
would have to start my stand by treading water, but as each breath swelled from the sea, 
gradually the sand would dry and I would be standing on solid sand in full sun. Two or 
three drops of water would land on the back of my neck. This was the moment to leap like 
Poseidon emerging to view his kingdom from above. That birth wave would roll its tongue 
around me to not lose a drop of my excitement and hurl me with no malfiant intent 
between the two cliffs. I rode that same wave all day and the next, dropping safely on the 
wise sand ground from the stone labia of Mother Earth lagoon entrance.

The boys soon tired of paradise and we were off to our next brief tingle. I saw a 
hammerhead shark swim by the cliffs at Tulum so that was a short overnight stay. It was at
Xel-ha that I spun on a pivotal point in my relationship with Oskar. To this point he had 
been annoying but harmless. Felix and he had not consummated their long courtship and I 
was rooting for him to at least keep his thin identity and make a clear headed decision 
without Felix constant intellectual badgering. I feel hero worship puts more responsibility 
on the idol but Felix felt only craven desire in his love and war.

Xel-ha was a sleepy little spot back then with a small restaurant. It is a little stream 
leading down to the Caribbean Sea. Like most of the area it is heavy in limestone that in 
this case had built through deposits, a bridge to the restaurant area. We were standing on 
this natural bridge looking out to the lagoon which fed into the Sea. It was a beautiful spot. 



Oskar always challenging me to feats of bravado leap into the water and surfaced to say 
there was an opening and that you could swim under the bridge. Before the natives could 
warn him off he swam to the other side through the underwater tunnel. When he clamored 
back to join us he said the underwater tunnel had air pockets where you could get a breath.
We were always discovering strange features in this alien land so without thinking I dove in
to check it out. This turned out to be a big mistake, first in trusting Oskar's description and
not remembering his desire to put me in my place. I was a fairly strong swimmer with good
lung capacity, but did not want to miss these air pockets. I should have realized that even if 
they had been deeper than the few inches I found, the air would have been fetid and stale. 
My search only left me with the minimum air to reach the surface. In my panic I grazed the
side of the limestone and was stung by sea urchins on the way up. I still blame him for the 
waste of one of my nine lives and the pain of the stings lasted well into the rest of the trip.

We spent a couple of days there and found other unusual sights. There was a cliff in 
the far side of the lagoon that if you swam down and under the lip would bring you to an 
underground altar. The fresh water in the lagoon floated on top of the salt water and as you
swam across to the little islands and other sights you needed to swim down into the salt 
water to warm up. My favourite fun was to chase the large angel fish the size of skinny 
Great Danes, down into cul-de-sac's where they would glow in their phosphorescent way 
and face you with big pouty red lips.

Our next stop was Chetumal a free port that had only recently been joined to the 
rest of Mexico by highway. It was bordered by Belize which had a strong African 
component to the population. We entered the travel trailer park which luckily had a 
restaurant at the entrance. I was able to shed the boys to the restaurant while I parked. I 
was heading back to meet them when a waiter passed me and offered me a cold drink. 
What surprised me was his accent. The stream of slang that he machine gunned at me left 
me totally stunned. It was as if he had been lifted from L.A. and dropped before me. What I
did understand was if I needed pot he was the guy and the rest was a mystery. I got back to 
the boys and explained the encounter and they perked up. We met with the waiter later and
he asked us out on the town. Oskar was ready for action having successfully gotten away 
with attempted murder and now had nothing to fear. Who knows what Felix was thinking 
aside from the hope of scoring some weed.

First surprise stop was a large house in a nice neighbourhood. Two women and a 
man met us in the foyer. They were very friendly and welcoming; they asked me if I was 
interested in meeting some of the girls. It seemed so residential and when I looked puzzled 
they turn quickly to Oskar. Then it dawned on me this was a whore-house. Oskar realized 
at the same moment and quickly wilted. We said no in unison, but not our stalwart 
companion who quickly asked for a little boy and a little girl. He was told this could be 
arranged as I turned to the waiter and asked to get us out of there. We pulled Felix away 
over his objections and condemnation.

The waiter was a little puzzled, but guided us to a bar where we could have a drink, 
while Felix got over his disappointment. The bar was on the water close to the border with 
Belize, we could hear the jungle drums drifting across the lake. We sat sipping our beer and
listening to the two guitar players who drifted from table to table playing traditional music.
Our waiter friend introduced us to an American writer who was trying to sell his car. He 
seemed self absorbed and a little unfoundingly arrogant. We didn't need a car and did not 
want to sell our van, so the conversation eventually hung and he went home. It was one of 



the minor scams in Mexico. Buy a clunker and travel south of the border, sell and fly home.
Mexican mechanics could fix anything.

Soon after he left a man came in dressed all in white. He was a captain by the cut of 
his jib, with a barrel chest and smile as glowing white as his suit. He sat at a table with 
another patron and the guitar players moved in behind them. They burst into song and 
could they ever sing. A closet singer, I was transfixed as they sang a small repertoire of 
native songs. Soon the one man got up hugged his friend and left. The sailor looked around 
and came to our table and pulled up a chair. He looked at me and said, Comprender 
Mexicocita Lindo? I said, Si. I had worked for a year with Ecuadorians and they had 
explained that lindo was a nonsense word that meant words could not explain. Momacita 
Lindo meant roughly my wife who I love beyond the power of words.

He then went on to sing us the songs of Mexico. We learned all the sea ports. This 
was no setup, we had only bought the waiter a beer and the captain came with a glass. I ran
into him the next day on the street and he still exuded the same welcoming smile and a two 
handed handshake that felt like a big bosomed grandmother's hug.

Back at the camp we thanked the waiter who needed to hurry home to his family 
and decided to head into town for supper at a restaurant recommended by our handy 
Sanborn travel guide. The restaurant turned out to be an old opulent hotel reminiscent of 
an opera house with soaring ceilings and marbled everywhere. We were digging into our 
fantastic meal when a couple entered the front doors. The man carried a huge sack on his 
back while his wife trailed behind with three young daughters. The girls were three years 
apart with the eldest being twelve. The sack he carried was actually a king size bed sheet 
and held most of their possessions, he made Santa Claus look like a pauper. As dinner 
unfolded they shared their story. They were on a sabbatical leave from a university in the 
mid west and had driven to Panama where they were told not to take their car into South 
America. They were warned that it would be stripped in Columbia as soon as they crossed 
the border. They continued the trip as far south as Brazil and then over the Andes to Peru 
then back up to the States by hitch-hiking. The little girls had the biggest eyes I have ever 
seen. At another table were two twenty year old women who were also hitch-hiking and on 
their return from Tierra del Fuego. Both comfortably wore pistols on their shapely hips. 
We were all staying at the same motel trailer park and so headed back together.

I had strung my hammock in a huge Banyan tree and had candles and a lantern 
suspended for light. There were lots of limbs to sit and even lie on, so we lounged and 
swapped stories as we listened to the jungle drums drifting from Belize across the turquoise
lake.

We spent several days there before heading back up to Palenque. The drive up the 
new highway was a joy compared to some of the rough roads we had been over in the rest 
of Mexico. In Palenque I met up with a young fourteen year old from Boston. He was a 
student from a free school. His assignment was to be dropped in South America and make 
his way north to Boston. When he arrived home he would graduate. He rented a small 
house in town and was completely familiar with the area. I went hunting mushrooms with 
him the next day in a cow field, but only found scorpions. After that we went back to the 
ruins and followed the stream down through the parrot fill jungle. This was the dry season 
so the stream was small. We found a limestone formation created when the stream was 
raging. It looked like a huge glob of honey flowing from a wide Mason jar. To one side of 
the formation was a cave. We spent almost an hour jamming in the cave. I played 



harmonica while he beat out some great rhythms on the stalactites. After that we swam in 
the little pool filled with invisible fish.

Felix and Oskar were not having as good a time. I rejoined them at the campsite and
found that they had fought all day. Felix was sulky and Oskar was in one of his macho 
moods. I crashed in the van only to wake and find Oskar burning most of his gear in a forty
five gallon trash drum. He took all that was left and headed off towards the north.

There has always been a naive quality to my interaction with strangers. Maybe it is 
my intense interest in everyone, I don't know. I do know that Oskar did not have it. He 
might as well have had an L tattooed on his forehead. I was very worried about his decision
even though he had recently tried to murder me, I couldn't hold that against someone I 
considered a child. I woke Felix up and he was totally unconcerned and after a very long 
breakfast we headed north toward Mexico City.

Shortly into the trip he told me that he would see him again. After all he, Felix, was 
very valuable. I decided at that moment that I no longer wanted his value and resolved to 
part his company in Mexico City. A day later we found a very cocky Oskar standing at the 
side of the road with his thumb out.

In Mexico City I bid good-bye with the wish to never see them again. I felt good to 
be on my own and I also felt good to be out of their story.

I crossed the main square to be joined by a young Mexican teenager who decided I 
was lost and needed his help. I was use to this by now I had long blonde hair and blue eyes 
something they saw very little of. He took me home to his place and introduced me to his 
friends. I still spoke very little Spanish but out in the court yard they knew what I wanted. 
They pulled out the best pot I had smoked while down there. I reached into my pack and 
pulled out something they had never seen before, a Frisbee. We passed it back and forth a 
few times and then I skipped it off the pavement. The courtyard was about eighty by eighty
with cement walls twenty feet high. Those first tentative tosses exploded when they saw the 
potential of the ricochet. By the time we were finished three hours later the guys were 
running up the walls to catch the plastic flying disc. I have never had a better game. Even 
the increased altitude could not dampen my spirits.

I stayed the night at his place and slept in a big overstuff old fashion arm chair. He 
told me his father was the number three man in the government. Unfortunately his mother 
was also the number three secret wife. Earlier she had asked me what religion I was. I told 
her I was Anglican. She looked concerned until I reassured her that Anglicans believed in 
God.

In the morning he walked me part way to the downtown before heading to school. I 
gave him the Frisbee and a harmonica. I love Spanish people.

I decided to take the train out of Mexico and bought a ticket for later in the 
afternoon. As I was walking around enjoying the sights a man approached me and said he 
wanted to introduce me to some girls. Not again I thought, but these girls were his students 
from the secretarial school. I came up with the idea of a tour of the museum that was close 
by. I had a personalized guided tour as they explained the displays and I answered 
questions about snow and all things Canadian. I love Spanish people.

Two years later I was in Bolder Colorado after buying land and paying it off. I had 
decided to do one more trip south before building my cabin. There was an outdoor concert 
with the Farm band led by Stephen Gaskin one of the worse drummers I had ever heard. I 
was yawning through the second or third song when I turned around to be face to face with



Felix. He and Oskar were finally a couple and traveled around the States giving lectures at 
gay communes. I was genuinely happy for them and the cessation of the hostilities in their 
battle of the sexes.
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